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ABSTRACT BODY: The electrodynamic environrnent at Enceladus is often assumed to be driven 
exclusively by ions produced from the rnoon's south polar plume. In this presentation. we dernonstrate that 
acceleration of moon-originating submicron dust by the reduced co-rotating E-field is capable of creating a 
substantial current perpendicular to the magnetic field. This pickup current may be comparable to the ion 
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substantial current perpendicular to the magnetic field. This pickup current may be comparable to the ion 
pickup current, and may be large enough to deflect the local magnetic field. We will analyze observations 
from the Langmuir Probe that is a component of Cassini's Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) 
package, along with associated plasma waves that reveal electron concentrations. We will especially 
examine the observations from the 12 March 2008 spacecraft passage by the body, where the spacecraft 
was moving primarily southward taking it along-side the jet/plume emitted from the south pole of the moon. 
The region of dust pickup is found to originate about 3-5 Enceladus radii northward of the moon, and 
extends to at least 10 radii southward of the moon. We attempt to quantify the dust pickup current and 
describe the effect the current might have on the overall magnetoplasma and E-field environment in the 
vicinity of the body. 
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